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T he Greg Facktor & Associates (“GFA”) identity represents one of its 

greatest assets. It’s brand message is conveyed through all mediums of 

communication with intelligent use of color, typography, imagery, and 

other GFA  brand elements. If used properly, it can powerfully communicate 

a message, reinforce our position in the marketplace and distinguish us 

from other similar organizations in the industry. Improper use can diminish its 

value and dilute our brand. 

Like any company asset, our logo needs to be protected. You can help by adhering 

to these guidelines to ensure its consistent representation. 

Adaptable to internal and external communication materials, the logo provides a 

visual foundation and focus for all of GFA’s communications. It projects strongly in 

both large and small sizes, in color, and in black and white. 

These graphic specifications are designed to ensure consistent visual representation 

of GFA. Strict adherence is required. There may be exceptions that justify slight 

departures from these guidelines. For these and other questions regarding the 

guidelines, please contact Danielle Jackson at danielle.jackson@gfahealth.com or 

310.297.0157. Danielle is responsible for identity standards compliance. 

Please familiarize yourself with these standards and faithfully apply them. Your 

cooperation will ensure that GFA maintains consistency and integrity in all 

communications.
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L O G O

GFA LOGO
These are the approved logos 
to represent the GFA brand. 
Only these versions of the 
logo are permitted for use in 
our materials. They may be 
reproduced in any of these 
formats for all media, from 
electronic for the web to print 
for advertising and collateral. 

The proportions and 
placement of the GFA logo are 
extremely important and may 
be enlarged or reduced to suit 
various applications. 

Within each of the 
configurations, the relationship 
of the elements are fixed, and 
must not be manipulated or 
altered in any way other than 
the way they are presented 
here in this Branding Guide. 
Please note:

1  Use rules, borders and 
accents with discretion. 

2  The logo should not 
be altered in any way 
and should always be 
reproduced from an 
approved electronic file. 
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L O G O  R E P R O D U C T I O N

COLOR FORMATS 
The examples demonstrate proper color treatments for the primary version of the logo. When a background 
color interferes with readability, “white” versions of the logo should be used. The logo may be reproduced in PMS 
inks, when reproduction considerations restrict the use of CMYK printing. 

WHAT IS CMYK?
The CMYK color model is often referred to as four-color process due to the fact that it utilizes four different 
colored inks to create an array of different hues. The name CMYK comes from the four colors applied during the 
printing process: 

Cyan  |  Magenta  |  Yellow  |  Key (Black)

Commercial color offset printing presses and top-quality color laser printers use the CMYK color model.

CMYK colors are mixed during the printing process itself, which can sometimes cause very slight inconsistencies 
in color throughout a printing run. It’s usually not a particularly perceptible change, but it’s something to keep in 
mind when using logos with specific color branding.

WHAT IS RGB?
The RGB color profile is used exclusively in digital design, as it represents the same colors used in computer 
screens, televisions and mobile devices. Rather than ink, colors in the RGB color wheel are created by blending 
light itself.  
The letters RGB represent the different colors used to create different hues: Red, Green and Blue. Website design 
and desktop publishing programs, such as Microsoft Word or PowerPoint, use the RGB color model.

WHAT IS PMS?
PMS stands for Pantone® Matching System, which is a universal color matching system used primarily in 
printing. Unlike RGB and CMYK, PMS colors are created with pre-mixed ink long before the image is actually 
produced, resulting in the most consistent color possible. Commercial offset printing presses and promotional 
materials vendors (such as embroidery for a hat) use PMS colors, when they want to guarantee a consistent color 
match.

CMYK or RGB

GRAYSCALE

PMS

BLACK

WHITE
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L O G O  R E P R O D U C T I O N

CHOOSING  
THE RIGHT LOGO 
The logo will undoubtedly 
need to appear on a variety of 
backgrounds – on products, 
in environments and against 
materials.

HOW DO I DETERMINE  
THE APPROPRIATE  
LOGO COLOR TO USE?
When printing in CMYK or BW, 
assess the gray value of the 
background (approximately how 
dark it is in terms of shades of 
gray) upon which the logo needs 
to appear and choose the color 
that best solves the problem. 

If the gray value of the 
background is light (white to 30% 
gray), use a full-color, grayscale 
logo or black logo. 

For darker than 30% gray, use a  
white logo. 

If a vendor specifies that the  
project will need to be printed 
using PMS inks, use the “PMS” 
version of the logo.

WHITE

30% GRAY

BLACK

USE A COLOR LOGO,  
GRAYSCALE LOGO OR  
A BLACK LOGO

USE A WHITE LOGO
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L O G O  R E P R O D U C T I O N

SIZE + PLACEMENT 
The logo has been designed to 
allow for a certain degree of 
adaptability. However, in order to 
maintain the integrity of the mark 
and a strong recognition factor, size 
considerations must be adhered to.

There are no maximum size 
restrictions as long as the clear 
space requirements are met. 

To maintain readability of the 
company name, there is a minimum 
size restriction. 

Please remember, a clear zonwe 
surrounding the logo is important to 
allow for clear visibility of the logo 
within the context or environment it 
is being used.

MINIMUM SIZE
In a print environment, the measured width of the logo should never be smaller than 1.15”.

CLEAR ZONE
Whenever you use the full version of the logo, it should be surrounded with clear space to ensure its visibility 
and impact. No graphic elements, other than background colors or photos should invade this zone.

1.15¨
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L O G O  R E P R O D U C T I O N

INCORRECT 
USAGE
It is important to maintain the 
integrity of the logo design in all 
media projects.

In order to maintain strong 
recognition, some specific uses of 
the logo are not permitted. To the 
right are examples of inappropriate 
logo treatments.

DO NOT:

1  Alter the logo’s colors

2  Reset the logotype in  
any other font

3  Embellish the logo by  
adding dimensional effects

4  Use logo against a  
distracting background

5  Ignore clear space guidelines

6  Distort, skew, vertically 
condense, horizontally stretch or 
angle the logo

7  Place the logo in a white box 
over a darker background

1

4

5 7

6

2

3
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L O G O  R E P R O D U C T I O N

PROFESSIONAL PUBLISHING 
These files are in vector format, meaning that the shapes are defined by mathematical equations rather than 
groups of pixels. They are resolution-free, and can be scaled to any size, with no loss of quality. Dimensions are 
expressed in real-world units such as inches. These vector files are saved in AI format (Adobe Illustrator) and can 
be used as the source for generating other formats such as EPS, SVG, GIF and TIFF. 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
For your convenience, the logo has been created in PNG format (RGB, “G” or gray, “B” or black, and “W” or white). 
They have transparent backgrounds and will work well in Microsoft Office applications. The EMF files are scalable 
as they are vector-based. The PNG files can be scaled, but enlarging them will reduce the quality, as these logos 
are pixel-based. Note that most documents created with Microsoft Office are unsuitable for professional-quality 
reproduction (e.g., offset printing).

VECTOR FORMAT VS.  
PIXEL FORMAT
PNG, TIFF, GIF and JPG  files are all  
pixel-based graphics and made up of 
tiny dots also known as pixels. If you 
enlarge those file formats more than 
100% of their original size, you will see a 
reduction in quality the larger the image 
size is increased.

LOGO  
FILE FORMATS
PROFESSIONAL PUBLISHING
GFA_logo_4C.ai
GFA_logo_G.ai
GFA_logo_K.ai
GFA_logo_PMS-U.ai
GFA_logo_W.ai

FOR DESKTOP PUBLISHING
GFA_Logo_G.png or svg
GFA_Logo_K.png or svg
GFA_Logo_RGB.png or svg
GFA_Logo_W.png or svg

ALTERNATE FORMATS
Individual file formats have also 
been included for the “GFA” and 
curve element of the primarly logo.

VECTOR 
FILE ENLARGED

PIXEL-BASED  
FILE ENLARGED
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B R A N D  E L E M E N T S

GFA COLORS
In the stress-filled environment 
of healthcare management, the 
combination of blue hues, black, 
gray, and white combine to make 
the perfect palette that conveys 
trustworthiness, loyalty, reliability, 
credibility, and sophistication. 

In most communications, the 
signature GFA blue and various 
hues of gray (which are present 
in the logo) can be used as accent 
colors while black and white should 
dominate the visual field. 

Consistent use of the primary 
GFA palette will make the brand 
more recognizable and uniform, 
providing a strong visual link across 
a wide range of applications. 

Never substitute different colors 
for the GFA brand colors.

PRINTING COLORS
Ink colors are affected by many 
variables including printing 
method, paper color and texture. 

Our objective is to achieve a very 
close color match to the approved 
color palettes.

58/18/0/0 
CMYK

BLUE 4

18/3/0/0 
CMYK

BLUE 6

74/31/0/0 
CMYK

BLUE 3

38/9/0/0 
CMYK

BLUE 5

90/48/0/0 
CMYK

BLUE 2

GFA 
BLUE

16/13/11/0 
CMYK

GRAY LIGHT

96/67/10/5 
CMYK

BLUE 1

77/63/40/22 
CMYK

GRAY DARK

102/173/215 
RGB

#66ADD7 
HEX

204/227/242 
RGB

#CCE3F2 
HEX

51/145/202 
RGB

#3391CA 
HEX

153/200/229 
RGB

#99C8E5 
HEX

0/119/189 
RGB

#0077BD 
HEX

3005 U 
PMS

210/211/214 
RGB

#D2D3D6 
HEX

0/89/142 
RGB

#00598E 
HEX

68/84/106 
RGB

#44546A 
HEX

PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE

70/0/84/0 
CMYK

MINT GREEN

35/0/100/0 
CMYK

APPLE GREEN

69/0/46/0 
CMYK

SEA GREEN

51/0/100/0 
CMYK

LIME GREEN

69/0/17/0 
CMYK

AQUA BLUE

50/40/0/0 
CMYK

LAVENDER

64/17/0/0 
CMYK

SKY BLUE

39/42/0/0 
CMYK

PURPLE

18/211/100 
RGB

#12D364 
HEX

177/214/0 
RGB

#B1D600 
HEX

10/201/169 
RGB

#0AC9A9 
HEX

132/214/9 
RGB

#84D609 
HEX

11/191/212 
RGB

#0BBFD4 
HEX

130/148/244 
RGB

#8294F4 
HEX

57/174/242 
RGB

#39AEF2 
HEX

163/147/244 
RGB

#A393F4 
HEX

SECONDARY COLOR PALETTE: TO BE USED ONLY ON REPORT INFOGRAPHICS
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B R A N D  E L E M E N T S

TYPOGRAPHY
DESTOP PUBLISHING
When used carefully and 
consistently, typography is a 
powerful tool that helps create a 
constant and credible brand. 

Open Sans has been chosen as 
the main font because it is simple, 
readable, and web compatible. 

Oswald is the secondary font 
because of its modern, clean, and 
bold appearance. This typeface is 
perfect for titles and information 
that needs to be prominent and 
attract attention. 

BOTH FONT FAMILIES ARE 
AVAILABLE THROUGH  
GOOGLE FONTS:

https://fonts.google.com/specimen/
Open+Sans

https://fonts.google.com/specimen/
Oswald

OPEN SANS REGULAR

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890

OPEN SANS ITALIC

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890

OPEN SANS BOLD

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890

OPEN SANS BOLD ITALIC

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890

OSWALD REGULAR

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890
OSWALD MEDIUM

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890
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B R A N D  E L E M E N T S

TYPOGRAPHY
PROFESSIONAL PUBLISHING
For GFA collateral materials 
produced using Adobe InDesign, 
Illustrator or Photoshop, the main 
typeface is called Proxima Nova. 
When a secondary font is required, 
Oswald Medium is used. 

BOTH FONT FAMILIES ARE 
AVAILABLE THROUGH THE  
ADOBE FONTS SITE:

https://fonts.adobe.com/fonts/
proxima-nova

https://fonts.adobe.com/fonts/
oswald

PROXIMA NOVA MEDIUM

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890

PROXIMA NOVA BOLD

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890

PROXIMA NOVA EXTRA BOLD

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890

OSWALD MEDIUM

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890
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B R A N D  E L E M E N T S

TYPOGRAPHY
WEBSITE
For GFA website produced on the 
Squarespace platform, we use 
various weights of Proxima Nova.

ONLINE PUBLISHING
We use Canva.com for GFA 
promotional materials, including 
print, social media, and graphics 
used onthe website.

On that platform, we use Open Sans, 
Oswald and Acherus Grotesque. 

PROXIMA NOVA REGULAR

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890

PROXIMA NOVA BOLD

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890

ACHERUS GROTESQUE

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890

OSWALD REGULAR

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890

OPEN SANS REGULAR

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890
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B R A N D  E L E M E N T S

PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography is one element that 
can be used in combination with 
our logo to effectively represent 
the GFA brand. 

Images should portray a 
professional, collaborative, and 
modern work environment. 

Use photos with a consistent 
style that are imaginative, 
dynamic and trigger a response, 
an emotion or a call to action. 

Look for images that are simple, 
clear and direct; original and 
thought-provoking; universally 
understood; and straightforward 
rather than overly manipulated 
or contrived.

Please keep in mind that 
interesting cropping can make 
lifestyle photos more dynamic 
and thought-provoking. Our 
photography style should feature 
clean, contemporary images. 
The subjects should not look 
posed, but appear natural. Color 
photography is preferred to black 
and white.

FOR DESKTOP PUBLISHING, ONLINE PUBLISHING + GFA WEBSITE
A library of approved images for GFA presentations and promotions is available on Dropbox. These photos 
include a pre-applied blue-tint for branding consistency. If there is a specific image your project requires that is 
not included in the image library, be sure to contact Danielle Jackson to with your details. She will arrange for the 
designer to obtain the image and apply the required tint.

FOR GFA INSIGHTS BLOG ARTICLES
When writing your article submission for the GFA Insights blog, please be sure to include some photo options 
to help provide visual interest for the reader. Refer to the guidelines on the left, when researching your image 
selections. There are many resources for royalty-free photos online, such as Unsplash.com, Pexels.com, Pixabay.
com and Kaboompics.com. Unlike the items noted above, we will be using full-color images for the Insights blog.
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S A M P L E  B R A N D I N G  A P P L I C A T I O N S

BUSINESS 
COLLATERAL 
SYSTEM
This page shows the 
approved layouts of the 
primary elements of GFA’s 
business collateral system.

The letterhead will be used 
for all official communication 
that is going out of GFA.

Do not alter the header 
or footer graphics within 
the electronic letterhead 
documents in any way.

 ⊲ Numbers below ten 
should be written in full 
unless they are in tables.

 ⊲ We use short dashes (ens) 
when there are no spaces 
between words ie: 2000-
2005, and long dashes 
(ems) when there are 
spaces between words ie:  
Level 4 – Text

 ⊲ Avoid widows at the end  
of paragraphs.

 ⊲ Do not hyphenate words.

 

 

 

 

 

Date 

 

Mr. John Doe 
XYZ Organization 
123 Spring Street 
Your Town, CA 90000 
 

RE: XYZ ISSUE 

 

Dear Mr. Doe, 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et 
dolore magna aliqua. Convallis a cras semper auctor neque. Tellus orci ac auctor augue mauris augue 
neque gravida. Gravida cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis. Congue nisi vitae suscipit tellus mauris 
a diam maecenas. Orci a scelerisque purus semper eget duis at tellus at. Vitae aliquet nec ullamcorper 
sit amet. Tempor id eu nisl nunc mi ipsum faucibus. Faucibus pulvinar elementum integer enim neque 
volutpat ac. Montes nascetur ridiculus mus mauris vitae. Risus nullam eget felis eget nunc lobortis. 
Quisque egestas diam in arcu cursus euismod quis viverra nibh. Sed enim ut sem viverra aliquet. 

n Heading 2 
Bibendum est ultricies integer quis auctor elit sed vulputate. Tincidunt lobortis feugiat vivamus at augue. 
Volutpat maecenas volutpat blandit aliquam etiam erat. Ut pharetra sit amet aliquam. Tortor pretium 
viverra suspendisse potenti nullam ac. Ut ornare lectus sit amet est. Mi tempus imperdiet nulla 
malesuada. Augue eget arcu dictum varius duis at consectetur. Cursus turpis massa tincidunt dui ut 
ornare lectus sit. Ornare arcu odio ut sem nulla. Vel risus commodo viverra maecenas accumsan. 
Tempus quam pellentesque nec nam aliquam. 

� Justo eget magna fermentum iaculis eu non diam.  
� Cursus euismod quis viverra nibh cras.  
� A cras semper auctor neque vitae tempus quam pellentesque nec.  

Egestas maecenas pharetra convallis posuere morbi leo. Suspendisse sed nisi lacus sed viverra tellus in 
hac. Cursus sit amet dictum sit. Lacus sed turpis tincidunt id aliquet risus feugiat. Massa vitae tortor 
condimentum lacinia quis vel eros donec. Enim nec dui nunc mattis enim ut tellus elementum. 
Commodo odio aenean sed adipiscing diam donec adipiscing tristique risus. Egestas tellus rutrum tellus 
pellentesque eu tincidunt tortor. Erat nam at lectus urna duis convallis convallis. Ultricies tristique nulla 
aliquet enim. Suspendisse ultrices gravida dictum fusce ut placerat orci nulla pellentesque. Gravida in 
fermentum et sollicitudin ac orci phasellus. Cras pulvinar mattis nunc sed blandit. Eget lorem dolor sed 
viverra ipsum nunc. 

Neque convallis a cras semper auctor neque. Dolor purus non enim praesent. Nibh sed pulvinar proin 
gravida hendrerit. Pellentesque massa placerat duis ultricies. Lacus sed turpis tincidunt id aliquet risus. 
Diam sollicitudin tempor id eu. Vitae congue eu consequat ac felis donec et odio pellentesque. Ut ornare 

GREGORY FACKTOR
MANAGING PARTNER

316 N. Rossmore Ave., Suite 505
Los Angeles, CA 90004

greg.facktor@gfahealth.com
323.463.4491 office 
323.447.3030 mobilegfahealth.com

T R U S T E D  A D V I S O R S  |  H E A L T H C A R E  E X P E R T S  |  P R O V E N  R E S U L T S
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S A M P L E  B R A N D I N G  A P P L I C A T I O N S

PPT PRESENTATIONS

2

AGENDA
Part I ▶ Introduction to GFA & Learning Objectives

Part II ▶ HRSA Overview 

Part III ▶ Financial Considerations & FQHC  Revenue Streams

Part IV ▶ Operational Considerations

Part V ▶ Summary & Opportunities 

Part VI ▶ Discussion + Q & A 

INTRODUCTION TO GFA & LEARNING OBJECTIVESI

First Feature

Second Feature

Third Feature

Fourth Feature

Fifth Feature

Title 1-2 days Title 3-7 days Title 8-12 days Title 13-21 days

53

Y O U R  T I T L E  H E R E

CareMessage
FQHC Finance & Operations Learning Session 
Z o o m  V i d e o  

J u n e  1 3 ,  2 0 1 9

8

GREGORY FACKTOR

M A N A G I N G  P A R T N E R

Working out of the Los Angeles office, Facktor is 
considered a leader nationwide in community health 
care compliance and regulatory field. With an education 
background encompassing finance and law, Facktor has 
been an instructor of health care models, HIT and 
innovation at Cal State Los Angeles, UCLA, and Cal State 
Fullerton. Facktor oversees the firm’s strategic and 
resource development and client retention.

46

SOME OF OUR AWESOME PROJECTS

$38M $89K $900B
YOUR TITLE HERE

It is a long established fact that a 

reader will be distracted by the 

readable content of a page 

when looking at its layout. 

The point of using.

YOUR TITLE HERE
It is a long established fact that a 

reader will be distracted by the 

readable content of a page 

when looking at its layout. 

The point of using.

YOUR TITLE HERE
It is a long established fact that a 

reader will be distracted by the 

readable content of a page 

when looking at its layout. 

The point of using.

EMAIL SIGNATURE
A standardized email signature  
has been established for GFA and 
should be utilized as a sign-off to all 
email correspondence. 

need content
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S A M P L E  B R A N D I N G  A P P L I C A T I O N S

REPORTS PROMOSMEETINGS

 1 

CLIENT/ORGANIZATION NAME 

MEETING AGENDA 
 

n Insert Project Name 
Meeting: Insert Meeting Type 

Date: Insert Day, Date 

Time: X:XX x.m. to X:XX x.m. XX 

Location: Insert location and address 

Attendees: Insert attendees list 

Absentees: Insert any absentees 

 

TOPIC FACILITATOR TIME 

Xyz Topic 
� Lorem ipsum  
� Lorem ipsum 

Name XX minutes 

Xyz Topic 
� Lorem ipsum  
� Lorem ipsum 

Name XX minutes 

Xyz Topic 
� Lorem ipsum  
� Lorem ipsum 

Name XX minutes 

Xyz Topic 
� Lorem ipsum  
� Lorem ipsum 

Name XX minutes 

Xyz Topic 
� Lorem ipsum  
� Lorem ipsum 

Name XX minutes 

Xyz Topic 
� Lorem ipsum  
� Lorem ipsum 

Name XX minutes 

Next Steps 
� Recap action items and timeline Name XX minutes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  ORGANIZATIONAL &  
OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT 
 

0 9 . 1 5 . 2 0 1 9   |   P R E P A R E D  F O R  
Morris Heights Health Center, Bronx, NY 

   ORGANIZAT ION NAME  |   SAMPLE  REPORT  T I TLE  

 

 
25 

n B. Report Overview 
This report is designed to provide Eisner’s leadership with direct information and analysis related to current state 
from a trusted third party, as well as recommendations for how Eisner can improve. The comments contained 
herein are a direct result of the scope of work, methodology used, and information provided. With GFA’s national 
scope of work and expertise in health center operations, the forthcoming recommendations are founded in health 
center operations best practices and principals that are applicable for an organization of Eisner’s size and service 
offerings, its position in the marketplace and the environment in which it operates.  

Assessment Framework 
The framework of this assessment was based in evaluating the health center’s overall operations and systems that 
support the delivery of care. An effective organization design consists of five interrelated elements:  

FIGURE 1:  F IVE ORGANIZATIONAL COMPONENTS FOR SUCCESS 

 

 

LEADERSHIP 

� Change is mobilized through leadership. 

STRATEGY

LEADERSHIP

DECISION 
MAKING AND 
STRUCTURE

CULTURESTAFF

OPERATIONAL 
AND CLINIC 

SYSTEMS AND 
FLOW

   ORGANIZAT ION NAME  |   SAMPLE  REPORT  T I TLE  

 

 
4 

isner Health (Eisner) has a long history of serving Los Angelinos with high quality healthcare services regardless 
of ability to pay. Eisner is at the precipice of becoming Los Angeles’s premier clinic of choice within their 
service area, however many organizational and operational-specific challenges are present today. An overview 
of the principal findings are as follows: 

n Organizational Structure 
Eisner has grown to a sizeable organization in a relatively short amount of time. As a result, infrastructure is 
lagging behind the growth. Special attention to building infrastructure is needed surrounding business intelligence, 
leadership processes and structure, as well as committee structure.  

An overall lack of structure including management support, personnel, systems and workflows related to both 
clinical applications and analytics functions are having a significant and negative affect on Eisner. A lack of clinical 
applications support translates to clinicians and care team members using inefficient pathways in the EHR and 
department builds within NextGen are ill-supported.  As a result, staff become frustrated and necessary data is 
difficult to extract in order for reporting and decision making to occur. The lack of analytics infrastructure does not 
allow Eisner to be the data-driven decision-making organization that is necessary in today’s healthcare landscape. 
Simply put, too many decisions are being made without any or adequate data. Information is being presented in 
less than meaningful ways and there are no centralized efforts to correct this organizational and structural 
deficiency.  

Complicating matters, the current medical leadership structure lends itself to ambiguous roles.   Clinical leaders are 
often required to perform administrative assistant level duties, and an Associate Medical Officer/ Chief Medical 
Officer (AMO/ CMO) workload that does not foster working at the top of their respective scopes. Furthermore, 
clinical oversight of the San Fernando Valley expansion site locations is lacking, leading to stifled progress, 
employee disciplinary concerns, and general lack of clinical support.  

Behavioral health, school-based services, and other service lines are not represented at key clinical and operational 
meetings. The lack of meeting attendance from leaders who support these service offerings silos them from the 
rest of the organization, creating a lack of standardization of widely used clinical and operational best practices.  
The desired best-practice integration of medical, behavioral and substance abuse services is difficult to achieve 
under this organizational design. 

Eisner’s current de-centralized approach to referrals and medical record oversight has created large organizational 
liabilities with (an informal count of) thousands of open referrals - dating back to 2016. It is clear that medical 
records and referrals personnel are overseen by site leaders who lack the expertise to provide proper oversight 
and support. 

The lack of structure and support surrounding credentialing has placed Eisner at risk with adherence to FTCA 
standards, created significant communication challenges amongst leaders and is largely disorganized.  

As noted, residents living in low-income neighborhoods tend to have worse physical and mental health issues (e.g., 
asthma, depression, heart conditions) compared to higher-income areas.1 Utilization data for SJWCFC’s service 
area show that residents under 100 percent FPL are disproportionately accessing primary care clinics by a wide 
margin (see Table 7). Indeed, while only 25.5 percent of the SJWCFC’s service area is under 100 percent FPL, this 
group utilizes 55.5 percent of the total primary care community clinic resources in the service area. 

Committees and workgroups are in place however the current structure often lacks having appropriate decision 
makers, lacks clear reporting pathways from one to another, and does not provide a venue for all work streams 

 
1 Cohen Deborah et al. Neighborhood Physical Conditions and Health. Journal of American Public Health 93(3): 467-71, 2003. 
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